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Abstract
The article introduces a hierarchical control structure for Multi-

terminal High Voltage Direct Current (M-HVDC) systems. The

presented hierarchy is similar to the control structure of the

classical AC systems divided in primary, secondary and tertiary

control. The design and interaction between the secondary, or

power control, and the primary controllers, or voltage control,

are discussed. Furthermore, the operation characteristics and

operation points are commented. Some scenarios have been

simulated in order to test and verify the proposed method in-

cluding a power reference change and a grid side converter

disconnection.

1 Introduction
There is a growing interest in the installation and development

of offshore wind farms. In 2011 in Europe, 866 MW of off-

shore wind power have been installed. It represents around of

the 10% of the new wind power installed in Europe [1]. No-

wadays, the dominant transmission technology is the classical

HVAC (High Voltage Alternating Current) but some offshore

wind farm transmissions cables using an HVDC (High Voltage

Direct Current) system have been built and now are planned [2].

The choice between different transmissions technologies is a

technical-economical problem [3, 4].

A step further is the creation of a DC grid [5]. There are several

projects and initiatives focus on the development of a M-HVDC

(Multiterminal-HVDC) grid. Examples of that are the European

supergrid or the DESERTEC projects [6, 7]. The main concept

of both projects is to create a pan-European system to integrate

a large amount of renewable energy resources to the AC grid. A

supergrid intends to integrate all electrical generation in Europe

into the grid and the DESERTEC initiative aims to integrate

the power generated in large solar power plants in the North of

Africa.

VSC-HVDC (Voltage Source Converter) is the most likely tech-

nology use for M-HVDC systems. Compared to LCC-HVDC

(Line Commuted Converter), VSC-HVDC power converters

permit independent control of active and reactive power [8] and

easier control [9]. Furthermore, VSC technology permits to

create a voltage after a blackout [10].

There are several challenges to be addressed in the development

of the M-HVDC grids. Protection and control is one of the

biggest issues to be solved. The operation of reliable DC grid

requires DC breakers [11]. These breakers are not yet available

commercially, but prototypes are presented [12].

The voltage control maintain the voltage stability. For Back-to-

Back HVDC systems, the voltage is controlled using an unique

local control that maintain constant ot [13]. For M-HVDC

applications other controllers and controllers coordination are

used [14], but the most studied controller is the droop controller.

The droop controller is a robust DC voltage controller that

permits power sharing between different power converters [15].

Some authors have studied the dynamic behaviour of the M-

HVDC system controlled by means of a droop controller [16].

Also some advanced droop design methodologies have been

proposed [17].

From the point of view of the power flow control, the use of the

droop control does not permit to fix the power that is injected by

a power converter. For this reason, a new control loop must be

added. Some authors propose a centralized controls that give an

optimized voltage reference to the local controllers [18] using

a fast communications system. Others propose to design the

power controller regarding the power flow control in the steady

state. [19].

In this article a hierarchical control structure for M-HVDC

systems is presented. First the droop voltage control, or primary

control, is commented. In the next step, the power or secondary

control, is introduced and discussed. Furthermore, the operating

point and areas of the M-HVDC are described. The tertiary

control is not in the scope of the present work. Finally, some

scenarios have been simulated.

2 Control structure description
The proposed control scheme adds an upper level controller to

the HVDC voltage control. The resulting control structure can

be compared to classical AC grid controls, which are organized

as primary, secondary and tertiary controls [20]. This structure

permits to create an easy interaction between power dispatch

and the lower controllers.

The voltage control corresponds to the AC primary control and

aims to regulate the DC voltage within certain bounds. The

voltage controller is implemented in each VSC power converter.

Secondary control, or power control, is implemented to correct

the exchanges so that the pre-fault conditions are restored. The

practical implementation is a change of setpoints in the affected

VSC controllers. The new setpoint is provided by a system-wide

reference calculator. Finally a tertiary control mechanism calcu-



lates the power reference according a more optimal operation

power system: market, losses, security,... Tertiary control can

be based on OPF (Optimal Power Flow) algorithms considering

AC and DC grids. The internal current control loop of the power

converters has the same function as the governor and the excita-

tion of a synchronous generators. Figure 1 shows a comparison

between the AC and the proposed DC control approach.
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Figure 1: Comparison between AC and the proposed DC control

approach

Although the control approach is quite similar, the respective

time constants are not. The time constant for primary control

loop is in the order of a few ms. For the secondary control it

is some seconds. Traditional tertiary controllers are off-line

algorithms that react between 20 minutes and 1 hour.

2.1 Primary control
The primary control or voltage control is the controller in charge

of the DC voltage. The most common voltage control is the so

called droop. It is a proportional control law that controls the DC

current according to the DC voltage. The droop implementation

for a rectifier and an inverter converter are defined in equation 1

and 2 respectively.

I∗DC−rec = kdroop(E
∗
rec − EDC) (1)

I∗DC−inv = kdroop(EDC − E∗
inv) (2)

where IDC is the reference current, kdroop is the gain of the

droop controller, E∗
inv is the voltage offset for the inverter units

and E∗
rec is the voltage offset of the rectifier units.

Figure 2 shows the operation characteristic of the droop control-

ler under inverter operation (a), and rectifier operation (b). Once

the power converter current limit is reached the current is satu-

rated and no more power can be injected to the grid. The kdroop
gain can be calculated following the methodology presented

in [17].

Wind farms connected to the DC grid must inject all the gene-

rated power in the DC grid. When an electrical fault occurs,

it may result in the saturation of power converter current limit

and not all the power can be injected in the grid. As such, the

DC voltage will rise quickly. In order not to exceed the maxi-

mum permitted voltage, a wind farm power reduction method is

needed. The used power reduction method uses a droop charac-

teristic that reduces the extracted power. This power reduction

can be physically implemented using a DC chopper or a wind

turbine reference change [21]. The power reduction control law

is defined in equation 3.

P red
wind = Pwind(1− kr(EDC − E1)) (3)

where Pwind is the wind farm power, P red
wind is the reduced wind

farm power, EDC is the DC voltage and kr can be chosen as 4.

kr =
1

E2 − E1
(4)

where E2 and E1 are the upper and the lower thresholds of the

DC voltage in terminals of the wind farm power converter.
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Figure 2: Droop characteristics depending on the operation of

the system

2.2 Secondary control
The secondary or power control can be described as a system

that permits to achieve the power setpoints provided by a ter-

tiary control. Furthermore, secondary control pretends to correct

the power references after a contingency. In steady state, the

main objectives of the secondary control are ensuring the po-

wer references and the power exchanges between the areas. A

conceptual scheme of the proposed system can be seen in Figure

3.

The secondary controller is the link between the tertiary and

de primary control. The power controller is divided in two

parts. The first one is located in the power converter and aims

to achieve the given power references modifying the droop

gain. The second one is located remotely and performs the

calculation that permit to recalculate new power references in

case of change of the operational point.

2.2.1 Local control structure

The local power control is based on a PI controller that trades to

achieve the desired power references without steady state error.

The power controller regulates the power through the power

converter modifying the reference of the droop controller. The

droop offset, as the output of the power controller, is saturated

in order not to exceed limits.

The power controller can be defined as E∗/ΔP = Kp +Ki/s,

where Kp is the proportional gain of the controller and Ki is the
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Figure 3: General scheme of the proposed control methodology

integral gain of the controller. The controller should be tuned to

obtain a time response in the order of seconds.

2.2.2 Central reference calculation

The central reference recalculates the power references in case

of a contingency or a deviation of the power references. The

central reference calculation consists of a centralized controller

that receives status information from the power converters, as

well as, the power references given by the tertiary control. Its

outputs are the sent new power references.

In normal operation, the sent power references match those

given by the tertiary control and no reference modifications

are required. In case of a power converter disconnection, the

given references cannot be maintained. In this case, the central

calculation tries to restore the power exchange between areas.

This means that if an area is fed in by two power converters

and one power converter is disconnected, the remaining power

converter will inject the scheduled between areas or as much as

possible power if the limits are reached (Figure 4).

The operation of the mentioned central calculation structure

requires a communication system between the local power

converter and the central calculation itself. Compared to other

systems [18], the described system does not require a critical

communication system due to the intrinsic safe operation cha-

racteristic of the proposed method.
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Figure 4: Example of power balancing developed by the refe-

rence calculation

2.2.3 Operating points

During normal operation, the power controllers modify the refe-

rence of the droop controller to achieve the desired power flow

through the power converter. As the power flow is a result of

the difference between the DC voltages, more than one voltage

configuration can produce the same power flow. For this rea-

son, the voltage can oscillate between the given ranges in the

constant power operation area. Figure 5 shows the characteristic

behaviour for an inverter and a rectifier.

When the system operates in a faulted degraded state, as an

AC voltage sag or a power converter disconnection, the power

balancing in the system cannot be accomplished. In these cases,

the operation of the system moves from the constant power

area to the fixed droop area, where the voltage droop gain is

saturated. The droop operation area is limited in the upper part

by the Emax−i and Emax−r and the lower part by the Emin−i

and Emin−r. The subscript i refers to inverter and r to rectifier.

The appropriate selection of the described limits permits to

operate the system under fault operation without exceeding the

voltage limits while operating the system as an usual M-HVDC

droop controlled system.
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Figure 5: DC characteristic operation of the power converters

for the proposed control methodology



2.3 Tertiary control

The tertiary control is the upper control level and schedules

the injections according to a given objective function taking

economics and technical aspects into account, as well as their

constraints. The tertiary control can be based on OPF algorithms.

The required tertiary control used in the presented scheme can be

a classical tertiary control considering DC transmission systems

[22]. Losses can be considered in this stage of the system.

3 Simulation
Some scenarios have been simulated with Matlab-Simulink in

order to test and verify the proposed control scheme. The first

simulated scenario is a change in the power reference and the

second scenario is a grid side converter disconnection.

The analysed system is composed by a four node M-HVDC

system. One power converter is connected to a wind farm

(WFC1), another power converter is connected to an AC grid

(GSC3) and the two power converter are connected to a second

AC grid (GSC1 and GSC2), considering an electrical distance

between them in the grid side, represented as an AC line. In the

studied case, the AC grids are modelled as Thevenin equivalent

nodes. A sketch of the system can be seen in figure 6.
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Figure 6: General scheme of the simulated multiterminal system

From the operation point of view, GSC1 and GSC2 are connec-

ted to the same grid working as an area operation. The sampling

time of the communication system is 30s. This time can be

lower but has been selected in order to demonstrate the viability

of the system operation in a degraded scenario.

The used parameters are: Rcable=0.01Ω/km, Lcable=0.1

mH/km, C=150μF , power converter nominal power of 100

MW. A droop gain of 1/10 kA/kV. Cable 1 has a length of 100

km, cable 2 of 20 km and cable 3 of 90 km. The short-circuit

power for grid 1 is 800 MW and 400 MW for grid 2. The thre-

sholds for the secondary control saturation are Emax−r=165 kV

and Emax−i = 152.4 kV and the thresholds for the wind farm

operation are E1= 159 kV and E2=165 kV. The parametres have

been inspired from [23].

3.1 Change of reference

In the first scenario, a power reference change is simulated. At

time instant 10s, a new power reference is sent to two grid side

converters. The power changes are described in the table 1.

Figure 7 and figure 8 show the voltage and the power. Real

values are expressed in continuous line and references values in

dashed line.

In the initial time instant 0s, the system follows the references

shown in Table 1. The real power is equal to the reference

power and an equilibrium voltage points is reached. At time

instant 10s, new power reference are sent to the GSC1 (inverter)

and GSC3 (rectifier). As it can be seen in Figure 8 the power

transmitted by the grid is increased by 20 MW. The dynamics of

the system show the typical first order response with one second

time constant.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the voltages before and

after the power reference change are quite similar. The big-

gest change can be observed in the voltage gain of the primary

controller as a result of the secondary control in order to achieve

the new voltage references.
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Figure 7: Voltage evolution during a reference change
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Converter Initial power Final power Behaviour

GSC1 90 MW 90 MW Inverter

GSC2 40 MW 40 MW Inverter

GSC3 50 MW 70 MW Rectifier

WFC1 80 MW 80 MW Rectifier

Table 1: Initial and final power for the Change of reference

scenario

3.2 Power Converter disconnection

In the second scenario, a power converter is disconnected. Fi-

gures 9 and 10 show the voltage and the power in the M-HVDC

grid. At time instant 10s, a grid side power converter (GSC1) is

disconnected. In this case the variable state of the system has

been sent during the previous instants of the power converter

disconnection.

During the first time instants, the power converter GSC1 was in-

verting 75 MW, the GSC2 was inverting 15 MW, the GSC3 was

rectifying 60 MW and the wind was generating 30 MW. At time

instant 10s, GSC1 is disconnected and the HVDC system power

balance is not in equilibrium. During the first milliseconds the

droop action corrects the voltage deviation and immediately

GSC3 reduces the rectified power and GSC2 increases the in-

verted power. After that, as the given power references are not

readdressed, the secondary controllers starts to move the system

droop gains. Between 10s and 12s, the secondary controllers

of all the power converters start to change the droop gains. At

time instant 12s, GSC2’s secondary control is saturated at the

maximum limit and the control acts as a fixed droop converter.

Between time instants 12s and 22s, the rectifier unit GSC3

increases the droop gain until the power reference achieved.

At instant 22s, the system is working at a new equilibrium

point with a fixed droop characteristic in the inverter side and

a variable droop gain at the rectifier side. This means that

the system could work without troubles or instabilities in this

operation point. It can be observed that the reference of the

disconnected GSC1 goes to the Emin threshold and the wind

farm power reduction is not needed. After the time instant 40s,

a new power references have been sent in order to maintain the

power exchanged between areas constant. At time instant 70s a

different power references have been sent.

4 Conclusion

A new control structure for M-HVDC grids has been presented.

The presented scheme is composed by a primary, a secondary

and a tertiary control similar to the traditional AC grid controls.

The primary control is in charge of the DC voltage stability. The

secondary control permits to achieve a given power setpoints,

also after a contingency. The operational points of the proposed

method, under normal and fault operation have been described.

Some simulation scenarios, including a power converter dis-

connection, have been simulated in order to test the proposed

system. The system stability under normal and fault conditions

has been demonstrated using simulations.
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Figure 9: Voltage evolution during a reference change
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Figure 10: Power evolution during a reference change
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